SALOMON

OUT SERIES

OUT DAY 20+4
REF. : C10826

OUT NIGHT 28+5 W
REF. : C10940

OUT DAY 20+4 W
REF. : C10944

OUT NIGHT 30+5
REF. : C10479

OUT WEEK 38+6
REF. : C10936

The MotionFit harness system offers a snug, stable fit that moves comfortably with you. Moreover, this
pack makes it easy to stay hydrated, with soft flasks and bladder compatibility so you can choose your
preferred hydration system. Women’s specific version is curved to fit a female torso and shorter spine
length.
• OUT bags are compatible with all Salomon SOFT FLASKS 500ml/17oz (REFL. : 402799) and Salomon
SOFT FLASKS 200ml/8oz (REF. : 359801)
• OUT bags are compatible with Salomon 3D BOTTLE 600ml/20oz (REF. : 329170)
• OUT bags are compatible with Salomon SOFT RESERVOIR 1,5L (REF. : 329168) and SOFT RESERVOIR 2L
(REF. : 378683)

SALOMON

e

USER GUIDE

Thanks for buying your OUT bag. Please refer to this user guide for information on the product, use,
maintenance and customer service.
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SALOMON
CONCEPT

TRAIL-RUNNING INSPIRATION: Inspired from our trail running vests and especially our ADV SKIN series, the
Out bags use the same technology with Flex SensiFit technology which stretches around your body, holding
the load while letting you move.
TECHNOLOGY: The straps and back-pads are thermo molded and sculpted to fit your spine and shoulders,
ensuring all day comfort and support on the trail. Flex SensiFit stretches comfortably around your torso while
the shoulder straps adapt to your movements. The twin straps wrap your body more precisely. A combination
of soft mesh and EVA foam comfortably and evenly supports the load. Wide vents and a central air channel
offer ventilation.
MEN & WOMEN: Salomon created a series with specific bags for women. The bags are shaped to fit women’s
narrower shoulders and neck, and remove any pressure on the chest. The straps are designed to fit
comfortably around a women’s curved chest, allowing complete freedom of movement on the trail.
RULES BREAKER: Multifunctional bag : One pack for all the activity you do. Expandable main compartment,
multiple stash points, a svelte speed shape and pole/ice axe holder.

MATERIALS
100d Ripstop Nylon

Stretch Nylon

Spacer Mesh

100%
Nylon.
A
high
performance pack fabric
which perfectly balances low
weight
and
excellent
durability.

86% Nylon, 14% Elastane.
Used in our external pockets
offers high stretch, water
resistance
and
good
durability.

86% Polyester. Offers high air
permeability and fast drying
ensures breathability and
comfort.

SUITABILITY
Hiking
Backpacking
Traveling & City
Mountaineering & Via Ferrata

OUT WEEK
OUT NIGHT
OUT DAY

Ski Touring
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SALOMON
PREVIEW

Removable lid
with internal and
external pockets

Strech flask pocket

Stretch zipped pocket
Sternum strap

MotionFit
back system
Motion belt

Load lifter strap
Pole holder

Side zipped access for
main compartment
Expandable pocket
Zipped pocket

2-way
drawcord

Stowable ice
axe holder
Reflective loop
for lamp
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SALOMON
PREVIEW

With LID

Click here to
remove the LID of
your pack and pass
on Speed Mode !
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SALOMON
SIZING

1. Measure back length: Take your measurement from the base of your neck to the top hip bone. Be sure that
you take the measurement against the base of your spine.

ORDER SIZE

BACK
LENGTH
(CM)

BACK
LENGHT
(INCH)

S/M

38-43

15-17

M/L

44-49

17,5-19,5

MEN

WOMEN

2. Then check for your size and pick your backpack.

ORDER SIZE

BACK
LENGHT
(CM)

BACK
LENGHT
(INCH)

S/M

43-48

17-19

M/L

49-54

19,5-21,5

SALOMON

VOLUME EXPLANATION
The volume of the bag includes 2 volume measurements: The first which includes the expandable front
pocket being filled normally and the second, it being filled to its maximum. This expandable pocket is made
with a resistant elastic material which allows you to enjoy maximum benefits with its extra storage capacity
and easy access to your gear during your effort.
Therefore, the second extra volume information on the product (for example, +5 for the OUT NIGHT 28+5 W)
does not refer to the removable lid but with how much you can put in this expandable pocket, if filled to its
maximum.
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SALOMON
OVERVIEW

OUT DAY 20+4

Hiking up to 1 day

1

SPECIFIC FEATURE
1. Larger lid (not detachable)

OUT DAY 20+4
REF : C10478

OUT DAY 20+4
REF : C10827

OUT DAY 20+4
REF : C10826

NEED-TO-KNOW

NEED-TO-KNOW
Volume

24L

Weight

671g

Back length

43cm

Available size

S/M, M/L

Dimension

52cm x 25cm x 22cm

SALOMON
OUT DAY 20+4 W

Hiking up to 1 day

2
1

SPECIFIC FEATURES
1. MotionFit Harness for women
2. Larger lid (not detachable)

OUT DAY 20+4 W
REF. : C10944

OUT DAY 20+4 W
REF. : C10943

NEED-TO-KNOW

NEED-TO-KNOW
Volume

24L

Weight

658g

Back length

40cm

Available size

S/M, M/L

Dimension

48cm x 21cm x 21cm
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SALOMON
OVERVIEW

OUT NIGHT 28+5 W

Hiking up to 2 days

2
1

SPECIFIC FEATURES
1. MotionFit Harness for women
2. Detachable lid
OUT NIGHT 28+5 W
REF : C10940

OUT NIGHT 28+5 W
REF : C10939

NEED-TO-KNOW

NEED-TO-KNOW
Volume

33L

Weight

742g

Back length

39cm

Available size

S/M, M/L

Dimension

66cm x 24cm x 25cm

SALOMON
OUT NIGHT 30+5

Hiking up to 2 days

1

SPECIFIC FEATURES
1. Detachable lid

OUT NIGHT 30+5
REF. : C10479

OUT NIGHT 30+5
REF. : C10934

OUT NIGHT 30+5
REF. : C10933

NEED-TO-KNOW

NEED-TO-KNOW
Volume

24L

Weight

756g

Back length

43cm

Available size

S/M, M/L

Dimension

67cm x 26cm x 26cm
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SALOMON
OVERVIEW

OUT WEEK 38+6

Hiking up to 1 week

2

SPECIFIC FEATURE

1

1. Side compressor strap
2. Detachable lid
OUT WEEK 38+6
REF : C10480

OUT WEEK 38+6
REF : C10936

OUT WEEK 38+6
REF : C10935

NEED-TO-KNOW

NEED-TO-KNOW
Volume

44L

Weight

815g

Back length

44cm

Available size

S/M, M/L

Dimension

70cm x 27cm x 27cm

SALOMON
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SALOMON
ADJUSTMENTS
SPEED MODE
1. Release the front clip.
2. Release rear clip on each side.
3. Release the top.
4. Clip on the cover.

PERFECT FIT
1. Load adjust lifter.
2. Tighten harness adjustment webbing.
3. Adjust strap belt.
4. Adjust sternum strap.
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SALOMON
ADJUSTMENTS

ORGANIZE YOUR BAG
1. Large main compartment : shoes or heavy items at the bottom or placed nearer the back.
2. Close it while using the strap and the 2-way drawcord.
3. Lid pockets for your small items.
4. Strengthen your back with the 2-way drawcord (and the side compressor for the Out Week 38+5).
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SALOMON
HYDRATION

STAY HYDRATED
• OUT bags are compatible with all Salomon SOFT FLASKS 500ml/17oz (REFL. : 402799) and Salomon SOFT
FLASKS 200ml/8oz (REF. : 359801)
• OUT bags are compatible with Salomon 3D BOTTLE 600ml/20oz (REF. : 329170)
• OUT bags are compatible with Salomon SOFT RESERVOIR 1,5L (REF. : 329168) and SOFT RESERVOIR 2L (REF.
: 378683)

SOFT FLASK 500ml/17oz
REF. : 402799

SOFT FLASK 250ml/8oz
REF. : 359801

3D BOTTLE 600ml/20oz
REF. : 329170

SOFT RESERVOIR 1.5L
REF. : 329168

SOFT RESERVOIR 2L
REF. : 378683

Salomon reinvented the way we hydrate. Your Out bag is compatible with bladders and flasks. You can
effortlessly drink as soon as you feel thirsty to stay energized and perform better.
To use your bladder with your Out bag :
1. Insert your bladder in the internal bladder sleeve
2. Pass the bladder’s tube through the assigned hole on the left side of the main opening
3. Pass the bladder’s tube under elastic on the left shoulder strap

The side pockets are compatible with bottles and the front strap pocket can carry a 500l/17oz flask. To avoid
unwanted movement with the flask, fasten its cap with the elastic string.
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SALOMON
CARRY

POLES CARRYING SYSTEM
1. Insert the pole into the side pocket and lock with the elastic.
2. Do the same for the other side of your Out bag.
You can also put both poles in the same side pocket. It’s also working.

CARRY YOUR ICE AXE
1. Get the hidden loop in the right side pocket.
2. Insert the axe through the loop and reverse it.
3. Lock the axe with the elastic and clip it.
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SALOMON
CARRY

ATTACH YOUR HELMET
1. Use the bungee loop to attach the helmet.
2. Lock with the elastic.
3. Do the same on the other side.

ATTACH YOUR LIGHT
The OUT bags have a small reflective loop to be seen in the dark but it’s also possible to attach a light for quick
light attachment. Thus, you’ll have visibility in the dark.
1. Secure light’s clip through reflective attachment loop.
2. Light attachment loop is reflective, providing some visibility even without a light
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SALOMON
UPKEEP

WASH YOUR PACK
• Do not tumble dry. To dry the bag, we’ll advice a soft spin drying = max 600 turns per minute. Natural
drying = Avoid the drum drying
• Do not bleach
• Do not dry clean
• Do not Iron
• Hand wash cold (30°C)
We’ll advice a regular cleaning for this bag to regularly remove the sweat from the running sessions.
(Sweat
=
bacteria
=
oxidization
=
odors
=
rings
=
bleaching
accelerator)
Preferably hand washing with detergent.
Although not recommended, machine washing is permitted on delicate program (30°C) with soft spin cycle
(max 600 turns per minute) while closing the straps beforehand and avoiding fabric softeners and rinsing with
clear water. To dry the bag, we recommend natural drying and no tumble drying.
Sweat is an oxidization source on the zip sliders. You can protect the metal parts from the zips while rubbing
them softly with a cotton swab moistened with vegetable oil (olive oil for instance) and while sliding the
zippers 2 or 3 times. Do not put too much oil not to stain the bag!

SALOMON
WARRANTY

Salomon bags (including parts such as buckles, straps, etc) are guaranteed for 2 years from purchase date and
only applicable against defects discovered withing the Warranty Period and extends only to the original
purchaser of the product. Click here for full warranty details and conditions.
Salomon hydration accessories manufactured by HydraPak are guaranteed for life. To submit a warranty claim
for a Salomon by HydraPak product, click here.
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SALOMON

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What are the differences between the OUT W packs and the OUT packs?
The Out W packs are shaped to fit women’s narrower shoulders and neck, and remove pressure on the chest.
The harness uses Flex SensiFit and Twin Straps to stretch comfortably around and move with you. A blend of
soft mesh and EVA foam comfortably and evenly supports the load.

Once I remove the LID, can I use it as a belt?
No, you can not. Nonetheless, the LID is easily removable for fast and light adventures thanks to the Speed
Top cover.

SALOMON
CONTACT

https://www.salomon.com/contact
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